AXCENT PAIRINGS

Complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes
ALUCOBOND PLUS CHESTNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

The warm golden tones are complemented by the reddish-brown straight-grain with strength and stability.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS CHESTNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
NEW-AGE DARK BRONZE MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS CHESTNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT STATUARY BRONZE
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS CHESTNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
OLIVINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS CHESTNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
OYSTER
ALABASTER
BONE WHITE
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS CHESTNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT PURE WHITE (RVW)
HWH BIO WHITE
MAGNOLIA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
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ALUCOBOND PLUS
RUSTIC WALNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

Gorgeous rich brown color tones blended with creamy ivory base.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTIC WALNUT

PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTIC WALNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT STATUARY BRONZE
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTIC WALNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
GRAPHITE MICA
PVDF 3
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

ALUCOBOND USA.COM / 800.626.3365

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTIC WALNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT OLIVINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTIC WALNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT MOONSTONE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTIC WALNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
PURE WHITE
HWH BIO WHITE
MAGNOLIA
PVDF 2
0.040" thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTIC WALNUT
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
OYSTER
ALABASTER
BONE WHITE
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Warm blush tones complement the creamy white base of this natural woodgrain.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BEECHWOOD
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
STATUARY BRONZE
NEW-AGE DARK BRONZE MICA

PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
ALUCOBONDUSA.COM / 800.626.3365
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BEECHWOOD
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT SERPENTINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BEECHWOOD
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT DRIFTWOOD MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BEECHWOOD
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
DUSTY CHARCOAL II
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary **ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™** for **ALUCOBOND® PLUS** finishes

**ALUCOBOND PLUS BEECHWOOD**
- PVDF Print
- 4mm PLUS Core

**ALUCOBOND AXCENT 3LR GRAY METALLIC**
- PVDF 2
- 0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS

ALUCOBONDUSA.COM / 800.626.3365
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BEECHWOOD
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT MOONSTONE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BEECHWOOD
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
OYSTER
ALABASTER
BONE WHITE
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BEECHWOOD
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
PURE WHITE (RVW)
HWH BIO WHITE
MAGNOLIA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
AXCENT PAIRINGS

ALUCOBOND PLUS Zinc
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

An exotic silver with blue undertones reminding us of India’s zinc mines, quintessential land of maharajas, medieval forts, age-old opulence and grandeur.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT SERPENTINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT DUSTY CHARCOAL II
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
- PVDF Print
- 4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT FOCUS BLACK II
- PVDF 2
- 0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT GRAPHITE MICA
PVDF 3
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
MOONSTONE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
ANTHRACITE SILVER METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040" thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT AZURE BLUE
PVDF 3
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT OLIVINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT GREYHOUND
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS ZINC
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT CADET GRAY
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
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ALUCOBOND PLUS
RUSTED METAL
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

Worldly, adept and skilled as it integrates with nature as if weathered by time.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTED METAL
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT SERPENTINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040" thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTED METAL
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT DUSTY CHARCOAL II
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTED METAL
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT FOCUS BLACK II
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

Suggested complementary
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTED METAL
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT GRAPHITE MICA
PVDF 3
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS RUSTED METAL
PVDF Print
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT BEACHSTONE GRAY METALLIC
PVDF 3
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
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ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

The unilateral brushstrokes accentuate its raw elements.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
WEST PEWTER MICA II
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED FEVE 4mm PLUS Core
ALUCOBOND AXCENT DUSTY CHARCOAL II PVDF 2 0.040" thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT SERPENTINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
GRAPHITE MICA
PVDF 3
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
ANODIC CLEAR MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT GREYHOUND
PVDF 2
0.040" thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT MOONSTONE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
STEEL CITY SILVER MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT BASALT GRAY
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
AXCENT
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ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED STAINLESS
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

Sleek and minimal with an urban industrial vibe.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

- ALUCOBOND PLUS
  - BRUSHED STAINLESS
  - FEVE
  - 4mm PLUS Core

- ALUCOBOND AXCENT
  - GRAPHITE MICA
  - PVDF 3
  - 0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED STAINLESS
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
FOCUS BLACK II
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED STAINLESS
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
CHAMPAGNE METALLIC
PVDF 3
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED STAINLESS
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
SERPENTINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED STAINLESS
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
MOONSTONE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

ALUCOBOND AXCENT MOONSTONE METALLIC
ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED STAINLESS
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND® PLUS
BRUSHED STAINLESS
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND® AXCENT
STATUARY BRONZE
NEW-AGE DARK BRONZE MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED STAINLESS
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
SUNRISE SILVER METALLIC II
PVDF 3
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
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ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

The sophisticated graphite toned short-lined brush strokes create layers of depth and elegance.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE 4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
WEST PEWTER MICA II
PVDF 2 0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

- ALUCOBOND PLUS
  - BRUSHED CARBON
  - FEVE 4mm PLUS Core
- ALUCOBOND AXCENT
  - BRILLIANT SILVER METALLIC
  - CHAMPAGNE METALLIC
  - SILVER METALLIC
  - PVDF 3 0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

Click to return to all pairings
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
PLATINUM MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
DRIFTWOOD MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
ANODIC CLEAR MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
CADET GRAY
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
STEEL CITY SILVER MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
JLR GRAY METALLIC
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
AXCENT PAIRINGS

Suggested complementary
ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for
ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
OYSTER
ALABASTER
BONE WHITE
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED CARBON
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
PURE WHITE (RVW)

ALUCOBOND AXCENT HWH BIO WHITE

ALUCOBOND AXCENT MAGNOLIA

ALUCOBOND AXCENT PURE WHITE (RVW)

0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
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ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

Subtle red brush strokes encompass this copper with Asian flair marking its place in history.

Click to advance to large AXCENT thumbnails.
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
TRI-CORN BLACK
SMP
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
MZG GRAY MICA II
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
CHAMPAGNE METALLIC
PVDF 3
0.040" thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
MOONSTONE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
DUSTY CHARCOAL II
FOCUS BLACK II
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
NEW-AGE DARK BRONZE MICA
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
GRAPHITE MICA
PVDF 3
SERPENTINE METALLIC
PVDF/FEVE
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS
Suggested complementary ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

ALUCOBOND PLUS
BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
FEVE
4mm PLUS Core

ALUCOBOND AXCENT
OSYTER
PVDF 2
0.040” thick aluminum flat panel
ALUCOBOND® AXCENT™ for ALUCOBOND® PLUS finishes

Suggested complementary pairings:

- ALUCOBOND PLUS BRUSHED ANTIQUE COPPER
- ALUCOBOND AXCENT PURE WHITE (RVW)
- ALUCOBOND AXCENT HWH BIO WHITE
- ALUCOBOND AXCENT MAGNOLIA

0.040” thick aluminum flat panel

CLICK TO RETURN TO ALL PAIRINGS